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Abstract— Data Science is an emerging area that collects, 

manages, analyse, extracts, interprets, visualize and preserve 

knowledge from huge amount of data. Data science is not 

only connected with databases but is a blend of various tools, 

algorithms, and machine learning principles with the goal to 

discover hidden patterns from the raw data. Data scientists 

play active roles in the design and implementation work 

related to big data. They bring structure to it, find compelling 

patterns in it, and advise executives on the implications for 

products, processes, and decisions. This paper will try to 

explore the different applications and future trends in the area 

called data science and role of data scientist in decision 

making.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the current Scenario of industry in the world is that every 

organization is increasingly becoming a digital space. It deals 

with zetta and yotta bytes of structured and unstructured 

information every day. Troves of raw information, streaming 

in and stored in enterprise data warehouses. Data science is 

ultimately about using this data in creative ways to generate 

business value.  Data science is a multidisciplinary blend of 

data inference, algorithm development and technology in 

order to solve analytically complex problems to help steer 

strategic business decisions.  

Data science is all about un-wrapping the findings 

from data. Diving in at a granular level to mine and 

understand complex behaviors, trends, and inferences. It's 

about surfacing hidden insight that can help enable 

organizations to make smarter decisions [1]. 

Netflix data mines movie viewing patterns to 

understand what drives user interest, and uses that to make 

decisions on which Netflix original series to produce. 

Amazon and most of shopping site target to identify 

what are major customer segments within its base and the 

unique shopping behaviors within those segments, which 

helps to guide messaging to different market audiences. 

Proctor & Gamble utilizes time series models to 

more clearly understand future demand, which help plan for 

production levels more optimally. 

Data Science reveals learning from substantial 

volumes of information that are unorganized or unstructured. 

"Unstructured data" can incorporate messages, features, 

photographs, online networking, and other client produced 

substance. Data sciences frequently oblige dealing with a 

splendid measure of data and composing calculations to 

concentrate bits of facts from information. “The ability to 

collect data and to be able to understand it; to process it, to 

extract value from it, to visualize it, to communicate it and 

provide smart decisions —which is going to be a mainly 

important skill in the next decades[2,3]. Because now we 

really do have essentially free and ubiquitous data. So the 

complimentary scarce factor is the ability to understand that 

data and extract value from it”. The basic process of data 

science is given in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Data Science Process 

The "Data Product" is a technical asset which 

utilizes data as input and processes that data to return 

algorithmically-generated results[4,5]. The classic example 

of a data product is a recommendation engine, which ingests 

user data, and makes personalized recommendations based on 

that data. 

II. DATA SCIENCE PROCESS 

With the rapid growth of internet the research has shown that 

currently over 80% of all data is unstructured. It is being 

constantly generated in the form of call center logs, web page, 

e-mail message, documents, social media, survey records, 

blogs, satellite imagery, sensors data, health records, audio, 

images, video etc. Fig. 2 shows tremendous growth of 

unstructured data[6]. 

 
Fig. 2: Growth of Unstructured Data 

To make the best use of this information 

management of unstructured data is needful with the 

following process. 

A. Data Collection 

Once you’ve defined the problem, the first challenge is to 

gather the relevant data. Accurate data collection is essential 

to maintain the integrity of analysis. 

B. Process Data 

There is a need to process the data before you can do any 

analysis. Sometimes data can be quite messy, especially if it 

hasn’t been well-maintained. You’ll see errors that will 
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corrupt your analysis like: missing values, invalid entries, 

date range errors, different time zones etc. 

C. Clean Data 

As data collection is done from many sources data cleaning 

is require. Data collected from web consists of extra line 

breaks, extra commas in random places, funky styling etc. 

which can be removed. Data cleaning also deals with some 

complex tasks such as grammar checking, splitting attached 

words and spelling correction. To achieve better insights, it is 

necessary to clean data.  

D. Exploratory Data Analysis 

Once your data is cleaned it is ready to be used, and right 

before you jump into statistical models and machine learning, 

one should analyze the data. Explore and inspect the data with 

its properties. 

E. Statistical Model and Machine Learning Algorithms 

In this step apply statistical, mathematical and technological 

knowledge and leverage all of the data science tools at your 

disposal to crunch the data and find every insight you can. 

F. Communicate, Visualize, Report  

Communicate result of the investigation and presenting them 

to the public or internal consumers in a way that makes sense 

is a challenging job. Data scientists utilize data visualization 

to help public to identify significant patterns and trends in 

data. Present the same data in different formats for specific 

purposes: reports, websites, compliance purposes. 

III. APPLICATIONS OF DATA SCIENCE 

Data Science is a very broad term, and so are its 

applications[7]. Almost every application on smart phone 

thrives on data. The broad fields that are using the magic of 

Data Science are: 

A. Internet Search 

Google returns an accurate search results within a fraction of 

a second. Search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing, Ask, 

AOL, Duckduckgo etc. use data science algorithms to deliver 

the best result for our searched query in fraction of seconds. 

B. Recommendation Systems 

Recommendation or suggestions about similar products on 

Amazon not only help you to find relevant products but also 

adds a lot to the user experience. “people you may know” on 

Facebook , “suggested videos” on YouTube, everything is 

fueled by data science. 

C. Image/Face Recognition 

Upload your image with friends on Facebook and you start 

getting suggestions to tag your friends. This automatic tag 

suggestion feature uses face recognition algorithm. Similarly, 

while using Whatsapp web, person can scan a QR code in 

web browser using mobile phone. Also Google provides the 

option to search for images by uploading them. All these can 

be done using data science. 

D. Speech Recognition 

Some of the best examples of speech recognition data science 

products are Google Voice, Siri, Cortana etc. Using speech 

recognition feature, simply speak out the message and it will 

be converted to text. 

E. Gaming 

Now a day’s games are designed using machine learning 

algorithms that upgrade themselves as the player moves up to 

a higher level. In motion gaming your opponent (computer) 

analyzes your previous moves and accordingly shapes up its 

game.  Sony, Nintendo, EA Sports, Zynga, Activision-

Blizzard have led gaming experience to the next level using 

data science. 

F. Targeted Advertising and Re-targeting  

The entire digital marketing spectrum is decided by using 

data science algorithms. The display banners on various 

websites to the digital billboards at the airports are some 

examples of it. Digital ads have higher CTR (Call-Through 

Rate) than traditional advertisements and the reason is data 

science.  

G. Fraud and Risk Management 

Data collected from user logs are used to detect fraud [8] 

using data science. Patterns detected in user activity can be 

used to isolate cases of fraud and malicious insiders. Banks, 

insurance companies and other financial institutions use data 

mining and machine learning algorithms to prevent cases of 

fraud[9]. 

H. Price Comparison Websites 

These websites are fuelled by data. The data is fetched from 

the relevant websites using APIs. PriceGrabber, PriceRunner, 

Junglee, Shopzilla are some such websites which uses data 

science algorithm to compare the price of a product from 

multiple vendors at one place.  

I. Computer Vision 

Data from image and video analysis is used to implement 

computer vision[10], which is the science of making 

computers can “see”, using image data and machine learning 

algorithms to acquire and analyze images and take decisions 

accordingly. This is used in robotics, autonomous vehicles 

and human-computer interaction applications. 

J. Natural Language Processing(NLP) 

NLP is focused on enabling computers to understand and 

process human languages, to get computers closer to a 

human-level understanding of language. It works to achieve 

tasks like machine translation[11], parsing, natural language 

generation and sentiment analysis[12]. 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

The coming years will bring about an ever increasing torrent 

of data. Companies, Government sector, Organizations and 

all business nowadays use data-driven decisions in one way 

or another. And if they don’t, they will in the nearest future.  

It is sure that the future will be crowded with people trying to 

applying data science in all problems.  The data science 

applications which seems most exciting in the future are: 

Automated cars, Health care sectors to diagnose disease from 

medical images, Advanced level treatment through genetics 

and genomics, the impact of the DNA on health and find 

biological connections between genetics, diseases, and drug 
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response, Quantum Computing, IoT, E-commerce, 

Augmented/Virtual/Mixed reality, Machine Learning/Deep 

Learning, Robotics and many more will be greatly benefited 

with the use of data science. 
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